
Frame Choices:

Warranties

Mounting Options

Powder Coating Warranty: AAMA 2603 (Interpon D1010 - 
10-year inland; 1-year coastal (within 1 mile of coastal 
shoreline). 

20-50NM Override Motors are supported by a 5-year 
replacement warranty. 20-50NMSmart Motors are supported 
by a 3-year replacement warranty. 

Electronics are supported by a 2-year replacement warranty.

17 x 20 Tu� Screen

Suntex 80 Premium Solar

Suntex 90 Premium Solar

 
 

Black White

White Bronze Beige Ivory

TCI
Motorized Screens

Enjoy the outdoors,
From indoors.

• Flush Mount: Installed �ush to the wall. 
• Trapped Mount: Installed in a restricted opening. 
• Recessed Mount: Installed with side
 rails or hood concealed in a wall,
 ceiling or other architectural  
 feature.

TM

Fabric Choices:
BLACK STUCCO DARK BRONZE

BEIGE GREY BROWN

BLACK STUCCO DARK BRONZE BEIGE GREY BROWN
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BuiltAround

Electronics

YourNeeds

Expanded
Outdoor Living

Space

Enhanceyour
Lifestyle!

When making an outdoor living space decision, you want to make 
sure you are receiving all the conveniences you desire in one 
product. A Motorized Screen will provide you with a modern and 
sophisticated home décor, while turning your patio into a center 
piece of the home. In a matter of seconds, you and the family will be 
able to enjoy a relaxing evening doing the �ner things in life from 
the comfort of your own home.

It’s no secret all of us wish to utilize our outdoor 
living space more often and e�ectively. By 
choosing a motorized exterior screen, you are 
making a lifestyle decision. Our Motorized 
Screen will immediately increase the size of your 
family’s living space while keeping the bugs out 
during the warmer months, allowing the breeze 
through during the cooler ones, as well as 
blocking harmful UV Rays. With the click of a 
button, you can now move your dinner outside 
with a breezy bug-free environment.

No matter what your needs are, when you purchase a Motorized Screen, you have the piece of mind knowing 
we have the necessary components to satisfy them. Our system allows you, the homeowner, to completely 
customize each individual unit based on your LIFESTYLE. 

From electronics to fabric density and color, to the frame color to remote controls, you will have the ability to 
adapt each screen to �t your home. 

The Motorized Screen electronics will put the 
beauty of your outdoor screen into motion.  
Designed by Swedish and American engineers, 
these industry leading components are the 
perfect marriage of power, precision and 
integration. Our state of the art electronics 
support low data rates, low power consumption, 
security and reliability. With a multitude of 
programming options, you have the convenience 
of total control and the quality assurance, 
technical support, and innovation that is the 
cornerstone of every product we o�er. Our 
motors and electronics are innovation at its best. 
With multiple con�gurations available, the agility 
of our motors and electronics puts them in a class 
of their own.

Questions to Answer:
•  Which frame color do I want?
•  Which bottom bar color do I want?
•  What color and density screen would work best for my home?
•  How would I like my unit mounted?
•  Which electronic con�guration would make operating my units easiest?
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